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Adoptive Immunotherapy
THEMELI ET AL., 357
Emerging T cell engineering approaches that utilize alternative cell sources for
adoptive immunotherapy are discussed. The proposed methods combine genome
engineering with stem cell technologies to produce off-the-shelf, genetically
enhanced, histocompatible cell therapy products.
New Initiatives on Regenerative Medicine
in Japan
KONOMI ET AL., 350 AND SIPP, 353
Konomi et al. describe two new laws that provide a legal framework to promote
regenerative medicine in Japan. In a related Forum, Sipp discusses the potential
implications of the new conditional approval system.Genetic Correction of IL-2Rg Splicing and NK Development in SCID
iPSCs
MENON ET AL., 367
Menon et al. show that TALEN-mediated correction of a novel splice site mutation in the IL-2Rg gene regenerates defective
development of mature NK cells from iPSCs derived from an SCID-X1 patient. They also correct aberrant splicing of IL-2Rg in
T cell precursors. In Translation by Biffi. (Top image.)
Linking Genetic Risk Variants to Phenotypes in Sporadic Alzheimer’s
Disease
YOUNG ET AL., 373
Several genetic loci have been linked with late-onset, sporadic Alzheimer disease (SAD), but determining how risk variants contribute
to disease progression remains challenging. Using hiPSC patient-derived neurons, Young et al. link risk-promoting and protective
variants in SORL1 with BDNF-sensitive SORL1 expression, APP processing, and control of amyloid beta production. Preview by
Soldner and Jaenisch. (Bottom image.)
Poised Enhancers Predict Developmental Competence in hESCs
WANG ET AL., 386
Embryonic development relies on the capacity of progenitor cells to appropriately respond to inductive signals, an ability termed
developmental competence. By mapping enhancer-related histone modifications during pancreatic differentiation of human embry-
onic stem cells, Wang et al. identify a poised state at enhancers as predictive of developmental competence. Preview by Kaestner.
Determining the Cell of Origin in Basal Cell Carcinoma
PETERSON ET AL., 400
The cellular origin of basal cell carcinoma (BCC), the most common cancer, has been controversial. Here, Peterson et al. report
that BCCs primarily arise from stem cells within hair follicle andmechanosensory touch dome epithelia, and they further demonstrate
that cutaneous nerves maintain touch dome identity and promote tumorigenesis.lncRNA Landscape in HSCs
LUO ET AL., 426
Luo et al. perform deep RNA sequencing of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs),
identifying previously unannotated long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) enriched in
this cell population. Functional characterization of several HSC-enriched lncRNAs
demonstrated roles in regulating HSC differentiation and self-renewal and revealed
genomic binding to hematopoietic transcription factor binding sites.
lncRNA Pnky Regulates TF Expression and
Splicing in NSCs
RAMOS ET AL., 439
Ramos et al. describe Pinky (Pnky), a neural-specific lncRNA that localizes to the
nucleus of neural stem cells (NSCs). Pnky knockdown in NSCs increases neuro-
genesis.Pnky interacts with splicing regulator PTBP1, and PTBP1 andPnky regulate
the expression and splicing of a core set of transcripts related to neuronal differen-
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